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New Works Kizu Table Lamp

SOURCE: https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/new-works-kizu-table-lamp/19945

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Lars Tornøe

Kizu Table Lamp by New Works

We currently have limited stock of this item in our Clearance
section.

An iconic and bestselling table lamp from New Works, the Kizu
table light perfectly shows how differences in design can work
symbiotically, this structural lighting solution combines two bold
forms and results in a beautiful lamp. Designed by Lars Tornoe,
the Kizu Table Lamp boasts a lightweight, domed white
lampshade that sits atop a heavy marble base, looking perfectly
balanced and centred. The simple acrylic shade contrasts
beautifully with the marble base, highlighting the details in the
natural material. This dome diffuser encompasses the light source
and provides soft illumination, creating a calming ambience that is
inviting and alluring.

The Kizu table lamp is available in a range of colours, and is
available in either a small or large size. This table light comes
with a dimmer switch so you can create the best atmosphere for
your space, and the elegant and stylish aesthetic will look
fantastic in any interior. The Kizu Table Lamp adds a classic
touch to your living area, bedroom, hallway or dining space. It can
also be a gorgeous way to illuminate intimate commercial spaces
such as restaurants, bars or hotel lobbies. The New Works Kizu is
also available as a Portable Lamp, offering a lighting solution
that can be easily transported from room to room.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: Small - 1 x Max 7W E14 LED (excluded)
Large - 1 x Max 11W E27 LED (excluded)

IP Code: 20

Dimming: In-line on/off switch included on cable.

Dimensions: Small
Ø25cm
Height: 35cm

Large
Ø30cm
Height: 45cm

Cable Length: 180cm

https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/new-works-kizu-table-lamp/19945
https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/New-Works-Kizu-Small-Table-Lamp-CLEARANCE/10001716
https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/New-Works-Kizu-Small-Table-Lamp-CLEARANCE/10001716
https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/New-Works-Kizu-LED-Portable-Table-Lamp/10000527
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